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DATA | AI VALUE @ SCALE

Fireside chat
-CDO to Chairman on the
trillion dollar enterprise
dilemma
A novel in the DAIR Files

The DAIR Files is a collection of short stories and novels
on the topics of Data and AI value creation at scale, Hyper
scaling tech innovation, Data-AI-Readiness (DAIR) and
AI-transformation. We follow the adventures of our hero.
The new unorthodox CDO in one of Sweden’s “old money
Crown Jewels.”
The adventures are a “fly on the wall, behind the scenes”
view of what might or might not have happened in real life.
All characters and companies are fictitious.
This is the second novel in the DAIR Files: Data and AI
Value Creation at scale - The CDO to Chairman fireside
chat.
Watch out for the next novel in the series on LinkedIn, by
following DAIRDUX or the authors.
Do you want to collect the pocketbook hard copies? Reach
out to Henrik.gothberg@dairdux.com

Foreword
There is a fundamental dilemma that make it very hard for
large enterprises with a proud analog legacy to succeed with
hyperscaling new innovations and/or data and AI value
creation.
This dilemma makes it hard both to adopt and scale innovations in existing operations and business model and to
adopt and scale new business models inside the existing set
up, organization, and governance of an enterprise.
We coined this as The Enterprise DAIR dilemma in 2019.
DAIR is a play on words. Data-AI-Ready but also the verb
to DAIR (To have the courage to re-frame the problem and
work in a new more business-driven way with data and AI).
The Enterprise DAIR dilemma is not talked about enough,
and therefore not fully understood and seriously addressed.
It is one of the main root-causes why all research point
towards similar conclusions of Data/AI value creation at
scale being merely a “mirage” (vision without proper execution) for most that go after it.
So, imagine having a fireside chat with the Chairman of
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the Board (CoB) where no topic is taboo, and we are there
to coach and educate as well. Where we candidly discuss
and try to uncover the root-causes why it is more or less
impossible to hyperscale tech, data and AI innovation in an
existing organization originally set up to succeed according
to rules of an analog game.
Impossible until you re-frame the problem. Impossible
until you decide to play and organize according to different
rules.
Right now, a useful metaphor could be coming to the
conclusion that we need to switch sports or organize for a
new sport.
To put a picture in your head of the problem… switching
sports from solo-dancing ice skating ballerina to the team
sport of ice hockey. We went to the Olympics prepared and
organized for one sport. And it turns out we will be participating in another sport.
The sport of business we are playing today is based on an
organizational template that developed in the first half of
the 20th century. It is still, 70 years later, the ruling business
and organization ideology of most enterprises with a proud
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analog history.
The underlying rules and setup of most industries are all
based on some core ideas of economies of scale and chasing
EFFICIENCY in the game we know.
There IS another set of rules and ideology, relevant for the
data/AI/tech-first Society where we have an unprecedented
speed of innovation and advancement, we could use… This
is a game allowing us to have 10-1000x higher effectiveness
by constantly ADOPTING new tech, data, and AI that
re-invents the way we do things.
This new game is based on economies of learning and chasing adaptability and effectiveness.
The journey toward Data and AI (or any tech innovation)
value creation at scale starts in understanding the fundamental differences between the paradigm and legacy organizational template of economies of scale and efficiency-focus
and the paradigm of economies of learning and adaptability
focus and the new organizational template that fits these
new objectives.
This is in our opinion the ultimate root-cause problem.
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Ask yourself. Based on what foundational principles, ideology, and objectives are you deciding how to set up YOUR
organizational template? Are they still relevant?
Its like choosing the left door for the whole organisation.
Subscribing to ways of working and organizing of the past
OR… the right door. DAIR to organize for the future…
If you do not consciously choose the right door, in the end
you will struggle with Data and AI value creation at scale.
We all as leaders and practitioners of Data and AI working
in a company with a proud analog history have at times felt
we create value DESPITE our organisation. A lot of what
we do seems to be on a collision path with something. We
all have felt how we try to put a square peg in a round hole.
So far, our efforts to address this as an industry is not really
sticking. Data and AI is not really part of core business at
scale for most. And we have many times ourselves been part
of the problem. We resort to jargon, buzz-words, and stay
in our comfort zone of tech.
When, in fact, we need to re-frame the problem and start
addressing it purely from the business/value perspective
first. But we need to address the right problem in the right
order.
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Say you failed to walk through the right door, and then on
the journey try for instance to adopt Agile, Lean Startup,
Dev/Ops, or other best practices. They will not really work
and give full benefit at enterprise scale. Because the context,
the overarching rules of the game where we now try to do
Agile or Dev/Ops, etc, is not fitting.
So, how to re-frame the problem? So we can start focusing
on what really matters.
Our first fundamental assumption. The only ones who can
truly make the decision to change the sport we are in are
the owners.
Uncovering the root-causes for the enterprise DAIR dilemma starts with understanding the dilemma for the executive
layer to then move on to how to re-frame the problem,
reframe the rules of the game, and address it on the tactical
and operational layer of an organisation.
The aim for this novel is to put a light on this core context
of re-framing the fundamental problem. Then we can
explore and build on this base in further novels, addressing
the executive, tactical, and operational layers of an organization.
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In other words. Setting the relevant baseline to start from
when digging into the implication and consequences how
we should organize, how we steer investments, allocate
our resources, what we do and HOW we work. Peeling
the union layer by layer. All the way down to architecture,
code, data, and how we set and use technology and our
platforms.
Putting data/AI/tech in the right context to succeed. And
then iteratively improve until we get all the different facets
right.
The conversation below is in our opinion relevant and
useful for us all, from Chairman to CEO to team-lead to
coder to AI- deep learning specialist. Because it attempts
to put a frame and baseline for how we need to think and
act. What behaviors really matter in the future. We propose
doing the right things (effectiveness) beats doing things
right (efficiency)… At every level.
Then we all need to apply this thinking, execute the right
actions, and be mindful of our own behaviors in the
context of the situation, maturity, role, and organization we
are in.
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We also try to give evidence why this is the relevant frame.
All we are doing is to look for clues and then try to make
sense of them. Most ideas here are not novel. Most ideas
are worked on in parts by others. We simply explored wider
than our own industry to find the clues.
Then we make them visible and put them in the context of
data and AI value creation at scale.
If this novel resonates and you want to dig deeper, reach
out to us to receive the white papers in the making. Or look
out for the next novel in the DAIR-files.
Henrik Göthberg
Interim CDO (Fictitious…In the story)
CEO/Founder DAIRDUX
Chairman/Co-founder Airplane Alliance
Chairman Data Innovation Summit, Stockholm 2022
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Chapter 1
The trillion dollar questions the Chairman of the
Board should seek answers to.

The CDO walked into the elevator. Two weeks
after he got stuck in it together with the whole
Management Team and they discussed AI-transformation. Nothing had happened after the
Elevator-incident. This time it felt like this was the
slowest elevator in history. The ride up to the topfloor seemed to go on forever.
CDO: – I’m sweating. Why is the heat turned up in
here? Or is it me? Less than 1 month on the job and
already asked to join the Chairman of the Board (CoB)
for a small chat in his top-floor corner office. Is this
good or bad? Soon to be found out.
CoB: – Ahh welcome. Let’s sit down in the Chesterfields over by the window. There is coffee in the pot.
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Let me introduce myself. I’m the Chairman. I worked
in this great organisation for more than 30 years. You
could say I’m a product of this company and this
industry. Where I have had the fortune to be the CoB
for the last 5 years.
I have understood you are our newly installed CDO?
I pushed hard to the board and to the management
team that we needed one but, to be absolutely frank, I
did it more based on intuition and insights into what
my peers are doing. So, how you should frame this
role on more tactical and operational level together
with the MT is yet to be decided. I was hoping you
could help us propose something?
CDO: – First, I’m humbled to be invited to chat with
you after such a short time on the job. To introduce
myself: my experience, successes, and failures leading
up to me landing this job has taught me that to frame
my job starts with us and the executive team framing
how we as a company want to move forward in the
context of Data-AI-Readiness (DAIR). I’d be happy
to contribute and even facilitate the questions and
process. But in the end tech, data, AI, or whatever
we decide to fit into my mandate are simply means
to reach our business goals and enablers to execute
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on our business strategy and to create value for our
customers, our employees, our partners, and our
shareholders.
CoB: – Hmm I guess I agree with that. You can not
cook something up in a vacuum.
Let’s have some coffee… I want one at least…
By the way I heard about the elevator-incident. Our
CEO related the story and the gist of first principles
of business, first principles of AI-transformation, and
the prevalent organizing principles of the data/AI/
Software-native tech-giants.
I must say that the rhetoric resonates with me. I think
I get it. Intellectually. But to really in my heart make
sense of it what it means in practical terms for me,
the board, the management team, and then the whole
organization. For us to execute on it, I do not see it.
What is different? We have been using IT for my last
20 years extensively. IT has evolved. We have become
more efficient. So, is there something fundamentally
different or is it business as usual with data and AI
sprinkled on top. What is the game here?
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And before you answer. I have taken notice of the
hype. We talked about it a lot in Davos last year. I even
read the report from the big management consultants
a couple of years back claiming that AI will have 10’s
of trillions of dollars of impact on our economy and
enterprises. I have also, every year, read the report
and CEO survey on State of Big Data and AI that
has been published for more than a decade. And I see
progress. I also see challenges to adopt at scale and to
make data and AI an integral part of core business for
most enterprises. And lastly, I have followed the market cap of the most valuable companies in the world.
And I can also recognise that they all seem to be data/
AI/software- driven tech-giants that make it into the
top 10.
But what does this all mean? What does it boil down
to, for us? What questions should I as CoB be asking
at this point?
CDO: – In my opinion. That is exactly the right question to ask first. “What does it all mean? What questions should the CoB and the MT seek answers to?
To ultimately formulate their point of view on how to
proceed in a sustainable way having real impact.”
If I try to expand what I mean. Using the DIBBs-fra15

mework as friends of mine that worked at Spotify
often circle back to.
We can observe DATA. We can derive INSIGHTS.
Then we ourselves need to shape our point of view.
Our BELIEFS. And then we need to place BETS.
We need to decide how to invest and allocate focus
and resources in relation to our BELIEFS. I think
this way of thinking is very useful when dealing with
uncertainty. And predicting the future is maybe the
hardest prediction to make of them all. You can not
really plan the future in a linear way (according to
stable supply and demand theory) when what you are
trying to plan is novel or not stable OR when it is very
complex or when innovation is happening in a field at
a ludicrous speed.
Therefore, I think DIBBs as a mental model fits well
when trying to make sense of AI. Me belief is that
we can not really solve AI. What can be done is a
constantly moving target. It’s an old field in research
but relatively new in terms of AI-fuelled business
in commercial production. So, in my opinion none
of the traditional enterprises have really cracked the
code. We are all experimenting.
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And there is a spectrum of advice and views depending on who you choose to listen to. From pure
AI-sceptics saying it is all over hyped to AI-evangelists
that believes it will change the world.
So, if I paraphrase you. We all observe the hype. We all
observe that the companies with the highest market
cap is fuelled by data and AI. I can add that what I
have had the opportunity to observe, is a huge divide
among real practitioners of AI and the rest of the
world. For someone on the outside, that does not
have the experience or schooling it is VERY difficult
to penetrate and truly embrace and understand what
it means. It’s another world. Other lingo, how to
work etc… even to a large part seemingly ungraspable
for even the traditional IT practitioners.
I have personally shaped my own point of view, my
BELIEFS, from trying to make sense of it with my
business eyes, when I was on the outside. But now I’m
hard at work looking inside and with curiosity I have
gone on a journey of sense making HOW it actually
works. Without ever trying to be an expert or coder
myself. That leap is too big for me.
Of course, I can now tell you straight up what I think.
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What my beliefs are and what I would bet on. But in
the end that is worth nothing… We need to together
shape these insights and beliefs and bets for our company. Or it will never fly.
CoB: – I get it. You want me and the MT to do our
DIBBs in relation to Data-AI-Readiness (DAIR) with
you? But how long have you personally and proactively exposed yourself and tried to make sense of it all? If
I remember your resume… almost 10 years?
So how can WE do our “DAIR-DIBBs” in the next 4
weeks?
CDO: – Now that is an interesting challenge I’m up
for!
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Chapter 2
The problem framing and objectives of an executive
DAIR-DIBBs sprint.
CDO: – If you would allow me to brainstorm how
this can be done, let me try to do a problem framing and we agree on the OKRs (Objectives & Key
Results) for us investing time in doing our “DAIR-DIBBs”. I see you nodding so let me try…
Let me propose two framing assumptions:
a) First of all, framing it from the core premise of
value creation from tech, data, and AI at Scale. I
know we are doing a lot of great things in different
parts of the organisation. So, in many ways we are not
newbies. The core question you asked is, what does
it mean for us as an enterprise. If I extrapolate and
use words from thought leaders in the field like Bill
Schmarzo: potentially we have a lot of orphaned analytics going on (non-connected analytics in different
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pockets of our enterprise). In addition, ALL enterprises with a proud analog legacy are to a bigger or lesser
degree battling siloed data. We have data. But how can
we in a useful and effective way use it for value outside
its original siloed creation? How do we unleash value
from data and AI at enterprise scale?
b) In our first 4-week iteration (sprint), we can ONLY
address this from the context of the Executive Layer.
And the key beneficiaries of the work, the impact,
and any change required resides first of all with the
Board and the MT. Doing the DAIR-DIBBS for our
Tactical layer OR our Operational layer comes later,
as an implication and execution consequences of our
Executive frame and any changes we decided for in the
Executive Layer.
Is this framing ok? In order to manage to get a concrete result in 4 weeks?
CoB: – Just so I follow. Value creation at scale in this
context means data and AI as an integral part of all
facets of our enterprise? And getting value from data
and AI beyond its original use and creation? And
to continue. You are saying a DAIR-DIBBs for the
executive layer is actually focused on us as a Board and
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MT? If I follow your train of thought it highlights
our BETS in relation to the Executive layer, i.e. implications and consequences how we in the Executive
should execute OUR work.
CDO: – Yes this is correct in understanding.
And to sharpen it even more to avoid misunderstandings: we are trying to do a DAIR-DIBBs for what
potential change in the ways of working, incentives,
mandates, investment steering, governance, etc, need
to be executed and adopted in the executive layer.
CoB: – I’m not sure I followed the last part. We are
talking about data, AI, and Tech here, are we not?
These are topics that belong in the operational layer.
So, I do not see how this changes anything for the
Executive layer?
CDO: – You might be right. But we do not have a
validated point of view on this. So, if you humor me
for a minute. Without going into details.
Let’s just consider a simple observation of mine from
my own successes and failures. The operational level
is super complex if we would try to draw a complete
map of what every single process and team in our
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enterprise do. And data and AI value creation boils
down to the lowest possible granular level. 1’s and 0’s
to be precise, when a process transforms to a digital
one and thus turns into code. What looks simple in
an Executive PPT turns out to have many layers of
change and execution that must be orchestrated for
the 1’s and 0’s to generate 10x value creation. Which
is the foundational assumption and promise of
digitalization, data, and AI to reach the trillion dollar
impact projected.
So, I’m talking about setting the right context for the
different teams that today have very different expertise
and focus. In order for them to be effective as a whole.
Let’s take an example. What if you gave this DAIR-DIBBS exercise, let’s say, to only one part of the
organization? For instance, the one dealing with 1’s
and 0’s (code) on a daily basis but not necessarily dealing with, or being responsible for, the real business
impact (P&L ownership). They might figure great
things out. But the context as a whole is not in sync.
It’s not cohesive. And it might not even be on the agenda of the business functions with P&L ownership
of the potential improvement.
So, to flip it, this time this is what I’m after: let’s get
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clarity and cohesiveness in our executive execution,
and cohesiveness in our ideas, incentives, and steering
on principle level. Where we have a chance to map it
out. Then we can stand on this foundational direction when we “peel the onion” to cohesively delegate
tactical and operational DIBBS and to execute cohesively on subsequent tactical and operational levels.
The room has gone silent. The silence is getting way too
long for comfort. The CoB’s eyes has started to glaze.
Still silence. Then from nowhere the glaze turns into
resolve. The CoB draws a deep breath.
CoB: – Let me be super straight with you. And also
informal. What I’m about to say now stays with us. I
do not really know how to peg you and what you are
saying. First of all, I’m not used to having this type of
conversation. You are using way more words than I
usually tolerate. I savior and prioritize my time. I have
to. The words you are using is on one hand making
sense but on the other is coming from a perspective
that I do not really understand. My usual reaction
when some one cannot succinctly frame something
so I understand is this: it simply means to me that it
is not yet sharp enough to be worth my time. So, they
are kicked out. To re-do it. The good ones learn and
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come back.
On the other hand, I have just asked you to take me to
a point of view on something in 4 weeks that you have
obsessed about for 10 years. And that something is
clearly bringing a market cap valuation to the tech-giants that we could only dream about.
So, I have made up my mind to go with the flow for
4 weeks. I will trust my instincts this time to NOT
do what I usually would have done after this type of
meeting. I will, for 4 weeks, give you total support,
access, and attention. I have NEVER done it like this.
And I have three major reasons WHY we do it this
time.
First. If I and the MT in four weeks time can get a
feeling that we are on to something and you are a key
facilitator for us, then I hope we can accelerate under
your guidance. Then WE are on the right path. If not,
we can save ourselves a lot of pain and avoid burned
tech investments in the millions. We experienced this
in the past when a new executive in a newly formed
role start running around on the tactical and operational level without us really understanding what it
meant and how to support.
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Second. Say we are able to create an Executive DAIR-DIBBs in four weeks that collects the Board and
the MT with a clear direction to move forward on.
Then we have done something we tried several times
with the large Management Consultants that resulted in 100s of slides and a bill of about 1-5 MEUR
every time we tried it. And how much do we have to
show for from any of these initiatives 3 years after its
completion… Of course, we have got our value back.
We made sure of this. But did it take us as an enterprise forward? So, if this in any way can end up different
then the last times, it’s a well invested 4 weeks.
The third reason is a personal one. I remember 30
years ago when I started in this company: I did not
have any international experience and I was simply
struggling with my English. I realized this, and that it
would be detrimental to my career. So, I took evening
classes in business English. Probably one of my most
important basic decisions I ever took to reach where
I am today. Today I feel the same… But its very hard
to admit this to myself and in public, with the role I
have. For instance, when trying to follow the presentations in Davos or now talking with you OR when I
talk to the data people in our enterprise, I feel like its
another language.
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An example. When I ask someone for an executive
summary on these topics, often it does not make any
sense to me. There is simply a lingo barrier.
To put something in a 1-pager of any tactical relevance for the author, they are expecting me or the MT to
follow and be in tune with what the basic concepts
they refer to are. That I never heard of. Then when I
google one of those terms on my own. I realize that
for me its like they are referring to a mathematical
concept on university level when I have not finished
my 5th grader math. The distance is enormous. So,
I’m hoping that if we do this sprint right, it will be a
4-week crash course to start closing this distance.
CDO: – I appreciate your candidness and you sharing
your very personal reflections. I’m not sure what I did
to deserve it. But I will NEVER break this trust.
If I summarize how I understood your angle, in a
nutshell: in 4 weeks time, you together with the MT
want to figure out how I as a CDO can contribute
and fit into the MT. And, if this is not clear to us in 4
weeks, it’s probably better for all parties to re-evaluate
how to move forward with a CDO-function.
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The hard objective of these 4 weeks is to shape a common point of view of what Data-AI-Readiness means
to us as executives:
i. Identify the relevant DATA and define which
INSIGHTS we can conclude and share as common
ground
ii. Formulate what our BELIEFS are in relation to
tackle Data and AI value creation at scale. Is it even
relevant for us? What does it boil down to IF we want
to tackle it and go after it. And lastly…
iii. Frame and scope what our key BETS are, and our
focus and investments in this area for the short and
mid term.
Also, as a more indirect and soft objective, you want
to grow a common baseline understanding and lingo
for yourself, the board, and the MT to close the distance to the experts, leaders, and practitioners in the
areas of data, AI, and tech.
Did I summarize it in a way that make sense to you?
CoB: – Yes. How do we proceed?
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CDO: – Well. To make this sharp, since my job is
riding on this, I would like us to formulate some key
results to measure if we reach these objectives in 4
weeks.
CoB: – Fair enough. How can we do that without
loosing time?
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Chapter 3
Executive 1:1 DAIR-savviness-coaching is key.
CDO: – Your personal reflections gave me a simple
idea how we can get started that, instead of loosing
time, accelerates us toward the soft objective of a
common lingo from the get-go.
One of my Australian friends I studied business with
at University (in Australia) married a Swedish girl
and moved to Sweden. The first 10 years in Sweden
he worked as an Executive English coach helping
very senior business leaders improve their fluency
and conversational business English. Since time is the
most precious commodity for senior leaders, he set it
up so he could work on their English at the same time
as they were doing something else of lower criticality
for work but still high on the private agenda for each
executive. I think he organized it so he could pursue
his own private passion for golf, finding executives
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who shared that passion.
Not sure what makes you tick, but I think in a similar
way we could work on being conversational to the
relevant level on data, AI, and tech needed for your
job as CoB.
My idea is that we utilize the opportunity that I DO
have my own view on a DAIR-DIBBS. Maybe not
yet framed from a CoBs point of view, more from the
tactical layer. Nevertheless, by discussing and sharing
my personal view, it forces us to discuss the topics and
this in turn forces me to make sure to explain and help
you dig into these topics from an executive perspective.
So, this approach allows me to share what I know
to get you up to speed. It forces YOU to ask all the
questions until you have understood my point. In the
process you will indirectly have learned a lot more lingo. What are now buzz-words to you but the normal
lingo for a data and AI practitioner.
Now this is not necessarily YOUR point of view or
our Enterprise point of view, but it’s a starting point.
I will need YOUR help translating my sometime
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too tactical considerations to the executive implication. So, you are forced to own what I’m saying and
internalize what it means on executive level. We need
to do this together but the key deliverable for this
discussion is that YOU are able to formulate the key
results we should achieve in the first 4 weeks in your
own words, but worded so that it makes sense for me
as a CDO and for the MT.
CoB: – Well, I’m not a golfer. But I see your point
of being careful with my time. And you are right. In
the normal business setting I would never be relaxed
and in the right frame of mind to be coached. This
is quite unorthodox in this context, but I know it’s
quite a common approach for executives learning a
new language. But why do we do it as coaching? Why
don’t you simply organize a training or workshop for
me and the MT?
CDO: – We could do that as well. And we will
definitely need to think about doing that for the
whole company at some point. But for you and the
MT, I do not think it will fly. No-one in an executive
position typically want to reveal their weaknesses
or lack of knowledge in a supposedly critical area.
Maybe they should. But right now, with the typical
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leadership culture in the world, it is tricky. We are
all human and we all have our private motivations as
well. So, I do not think everyone will ask the “stupid”
questions starting at a level where they can connect.
Also, coaching implies the pupil must take ownership
to internalize new insights and knowledge. It forces a
conversation. This is the key for making a topic your
own.
Also, most likely, as individuals you are all on different
level. So, the relevance for each of you is difficult to
manage. Last reason. You and the MT must invest
your time here. And yet executive time is the scarce
resource. So, starting with you at least. Let’s maximize the return on investment in time for you.
CoB: – Ok. Then, I suggest we connect this coaching
to something we all do for our Work-Life-Health-Balance (WLHB). So, something that each executive
does that they can commit to as part of their WLHB-goal to get energized and avoid risk of burn-out.
WLHB is something we also promote.
The way I personally recharge my batteries is to go
up north to go back-country skiing and being out in
nature. I actually have a trip planned over the long
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weekend next week. Could this be a time for this combined DAIR-coaching and DAIR-DIBBs discussion?
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Chapter 4
Fireside chat – What data is relevant for the CoB in
the DAIR-DIBBs context?

It had been an amazing couple of days over the
Easter-break. Starting off with a great cabin in
ÅRE, in Jämtland. The first day: getting organized for three days days walking and skiing in the
wilderness in the famous “Jämtland Triangle”,
connecting the Mountain Stations and peaks of
Storulvån, Sylarna and Blåhammaren.
Each evening spent in comfort in one of the Mountain Stations, after a full day of walking to the
peaks and skiing and snowboarding down. It
had turned out better than expected. The walking
allowed for some light conversation the whole day,
adding and reflecting to the discussions from the
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previous evening. The skiing and snowboarding
giving energy, pure stoke, and bliss. And then the
evenings to go deep in the conversations what it all
meant.
The first evening we discussed what data (input
and observations) where important for our Executive DAIR DIBBs. The second evening we derived
our insights and beliefs. And on the third day we
were synthesizing and framing the key results we
wanted from the coming 4 weeks.
CDO: –So, if I start to summarize the observations
and inputs we are discussing that we think is important for our Executive DAIR-DIBBs:
We concluded that all the observations that were discussed during the Elevator-Incident (DAIR Files #1 –
Stuck in an Elevator Pitch), that all the MT members
also heard, is a key input and common ground. And
now when we have discussed them, and you are on
the same page and up to speed on this lingo, my thinking is: what else is important observations and input
and even more so from an executive perspective?
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I have prepared a couple of angles to facilitate this part
of the discussion but, here, YOUR input on how it
really is for you as CoB is key. I think the main angle
is to contrast the first findings on what we want to
accomplish to more deeply understand the blockers, problems, and root-causes. What makes it hard.
And why that is. Very much like this: in order to be
prepared and safe on this adventure the last couple of
days, we must be clear on the fundamental game we
are getting into. We could not have showed up to this
trip in our swimming trunks. Can we explore from
this angle?
CoB: – I like that. If we concluded this IS a journey:
what type of journey? What to pack for? What to
prepare for?
CDO: – Ok so let me throw out a couple of observations and then we unpack them together.
First one. THE ENTERPRISE DAIR-DILEMMA.
Now, this observation is on more tactical level so please help me bring it to an executive perspective. What
I have observed over the years are the two seemingly
bi-polar conflicts of getting speed and focus in the
actual operational value creation vs. going for enter36

prise synergies, standardization, and scale.
With data, AI, and software it is very clear that any
operational business value happens truly on the most
granular level. Right where we concluded we need to
have cross-disciplinary expertise to go from data to AI
to software to value. So, if you are not super focused
on the core value creation and truly understand the
concrete business problem, you have nothing. But
the other side of the coin: if every single team is left to
their own devices, we will have NO chance of scaling.
And even worse when it comes to data. A lot of value
comes from combining different data from different
sources. The context is key to create more or new
value from the point of new data. Reaching this level
and unleashing this value will be impossible if we do
not have ANY standards that make data combinable,
sharable, and re-usable. If the effort and cost to combine data is too high, then the business cases needing
that data will not be worth it: a bad circle blocking
our journey to be data driven and blocking digitalization. So, if we start here, how do you see this observation from your role. Or maybe it is not really visible?
CoB: – Well, to me this conversation typically ends up
in an endless discussion of centralization vs de-centra37

lization. And both extreme positions suck.
Over my 30 years the pendulum has swung back and
forth on what is in vogue. During my career I have
been on the BU-side where I just wanted HQ to leave
me alone. And then I have been in roles with a central
mandate, and all I wanted was for the BU to get in
line with what we were trying to do.
CDO: – Well summarized. I feel the frustration just
listening to you. So, let’s unpack this. Are we not
just simply trying to balance clashing objectives here?
Speed, autonomy, and value creation of one single
unit vs economies of scale and efficiency for the greater whole.
The speed way make sense for the BU’s KPIs, but it
kills the KPIs of efficiency, synergies, and the reason
for being an enterprise.
Is it fair to say we would want this to NOT be a bi-polar discussion? We want a way to cater to both core
objectives of speed AND scale, no?
CoB: – That would be something. But we have always
so far had to balance what we want most. Efficiency
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and scale OR Speed. A little like braking and accelerating at the same time. It does not really happen
that way. You are constantly speed-checking to go fast
while trying to stay on the track.
CDO: I guess you are right from your perspective.
BUT if we look at the Unicorns? Hyperscaling AND
speedy innovation seems to nowadays be the main objectives for a startup. So, they CAN have both. Maybe
we in enterprise simply suck at tech in comparison, if
i’m provocative. Why is that different?
CoB: – Ohh, I do not know if it is different in the
long game. Remember, we were startups 100 years
ago. What I have seen and heard: the Unicorns, once
they have reached a certain point let’s say more than
5000 employees, and when they start getting technical
debt. Is it really any difference to us? Our 100 years of
baggage is the real difference.
CDO: – Hmm. Ok… there may be some truth to
that. But I still think there is a competence/tech talent
topic in here, as well. But to move on: next perspective on this. I see all discussions in media highlighting
that our industry is changing? Our product and
goods logic is turning into a service logic, for instance.
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And then we need to deal with digitalization, data,
and AI.
Are we not then, all of a sudden, for a new revenue
stream, competing more or less like a startup on these
new things? I understand that things work in a certain
way, as it has been done for the last decades for our
core offering, for a good reason. But here, with the
new stuff, does this not mean we need to be competitive with what the others are doing in these new value
pools?
CoB: – Sigh. Of course, you are right – for our new
value pools, we need to be able to compete in that
landscape. BUT. It is not that simple. Although we
feel the innovation pressure from the startups in
certain pockets. In order to fund our advancement
in these areas we are totally relying on the cash flow
from our Cash Cows. Our core product offering. Our
bread and butter.
In contrast, the NEW offerings are still having a very
small impact on our bottom line. And we must, first
of all, make sure our cash flow is sound, both for the
existing business and – even more importantly – to
fund the future. So, we need to balance our attention
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between current revenue and our potential future
new revenue streams and value pools.
CDO: – Oh, this smells like a potential Kodak-moment. Or Facit (type-writers), or Blockbuster (video
rental).
CoB: – We were not born yesterday, you know. I have
also read all these cases. We ARE discussing this. We
are trying to move to adopt Agile and bring innovations to commercial production. But if I’m cynical:
We have a major PoC (proof of concept) Graveyard
and, really, none of the “cool” stuff is making any real
bottom line impact. We must do it because it is expected; if we did nothing it would probably impact the
investor community and our market valuation negatively. We must have a story for the future. But when
we, the CEO and the CFO, look at the hard numbers
with the Board, they speak another language. In fact,
all our PoCs and Innovations are not moving that fast
at all, either. And they are costing way too much. I’m
sure a couple of kids in a garage could get to the same
results for a 10th of the cost on some of the stuff we
tried.
CDO: – So, what you are saying you do NOT really
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have an innovation problem. If we dig around in the
protype graveyard, the right ideas are probably hidden
in there already. But the execution to work as a startup
through to scale-up for our new value pools is not
really flying?
CoB: – I guess you are right. But it’s the whole system
that is a Catch 22 for us. So, if we compare with VC
funding of a startup: their whole model is to have a
portfolio of ideas and new startups; and then, eventually, one or two will fly big and actually create a return
on the whole portfolio. So, of course, they have their
prototype graveyard of failed startups too.
But their fundamental steering is about taking massive risk for massive potential rewards. Their capitalization model is completely different.
Now contrast to us: we are on the stock market, and,
more importantly, we have institutions as owners. We
have pension funds as some of our big owners.
NO-ONE. Not the pension funds, not the government, not society. No-one wants high risk, high beta in
the pension funds’ portfolio.
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They have invested in us because of our stability. So,
they are fundamentally relying on our core bread and
butter. And when we ask them to put up money for
scaling a prototype to commercial production, they
are looking at this from the traditional business case
model with a focus on sure and safe rewards – more
important than high rewards.
CDO: – But this is, in the end, an impossible scenario. You and all in the MT clearly understand what is
at stake. We must secure our future value pools and
revenue streams in our eventually disrupted industry
ecosystem. And, in theory, you understand what
it takes to succeed with hyperscaling your future
revenue streams. You need to try many approaches to
get to the unicorn approach. But the owners can not
play that game. So, everybody knows it will eventually
come to an end, so we are milking it until it crashes,
hoping there will be time to move the capital before
the valuations are gone. Its absurd. Is it that bad?
CoB: – I hope not. There is no ill intention, but the
capital system have us in a dead lock. We are a victim
of our own model.
Hmm. This discussion… and coaching… is actually

already helping me to see more clearly on at least one
thing… A key derived insight that will have an impact
on everything, including data and AI value creation
at scale, is to try to re-frame this problem to cut this
Gordian knot. This MUST be solved.
CDO: – Noted. That comment made my day. Actually, the powder run earlier made my day. But this
comment made this trip worthwhile on its own. Let’s
come back to the insight part tomorrow… Re-framing
the problem to cut this Gordian knot. But now let us
continue to distill down our observations.
We can now re-frame or sharpen the Enterprise DAIR
Dilemma to highlight a bunch of the clashing objectives and KPIs that must be balanced:
Centralization vs. Decentralization.
Standardization/synergies vs. Speed of innovation and
operational value creation.
Cash Cow focus vs. Future revenue stream focus.
Stable rewards and low risk vs. High Rewards and
high risk.
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And, in order to exist and have positive cash flow, be
competitive, and be future-relevant: OUR organizational setup and governance must cater to both sides
of the spectrum.
CoB: – I agree. But I’m not sure balance is the right
word. It is easy, then, to look at and understand this
in a bi-polar way. It’s not. It’s a constant navigation
and orchestration of a multitude of objectives and
KPIs that we must manage. All of them relevant and
valid. The problem is when we do not find the right
mix or equilibrium. I see this not so much as a scale to
be balanced but a ball rolling on a convex plane where
you constantly adjust to keep the ball in equilibrium
to avoid falling off. Like the game Labyrinth, if you
remember from your childhood.
My observation, based on my career and from a CoB
point of view, is that we were quite good at managing
this for many decades. Up until the last 5-10 years.
Now I think it has gotten harder. We are simply too
slow. Too crude. And we are doing too jerky moves. Our steering is not fine-tuned enough for these
constant micro-adjustments. Everything just feels like
a big compromise.
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CDO: – Aha! This could be the segue to the next key
observation that we need to unpack. But, to summarize before moving on: we have come some way to
unpack the Enterprise DAIR dilemma. And just to
bring it back to data and AI: data and AI is simply a
microcosm of all we discussed. We need to deal with
our bread-and-butter legacy technology and, at the
same time, cater for new ideas and technologies. So,
this dilemma is a fractal dilemma.
Think of fractal like the Russian wooden dolls with
smaller dolls inside each doll. Fractal means that the
dilemma exists in all layers, from Enterprise capitalization to how we deal with data, AI, and code. So, to
take a grip on and better address this dilemma seems
like a potential insight to focus on.
BUT NOW. you said something like… “to manage
this dilemma is becoming increasingly harder.” Now,
I want us then to look at the next data point and
observations on increasing INNOVATION PRESSURE. I think this is the underlying driver here, so,
therefore, understanding innovation pressure and its
trajectory will potentially tell us something… about
how to cut the Gordian knot and also address the
Enterprise DAIR dilemma.
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CoB: – What do you mean with Innovation pressure?
I think I get it, but what do you put into this definition?
CDO: – Innovation pressure, according to a white
paper by Mikael Klingvall is defined as “the rate of
change in opportunity landscapes and the concomitant risk of obsolescence.” In my words. How
fast is the landscape changing in terms of new more
effective ways to do things? And with that, how is the
risk increasing that what you are doing is becoming
obsolete?
Our current paradigm: the current organizational
template most companies are subscribing to is geared
towards becoming more efficient. Innovating and
scaling the game you already know.
It served us well when the cycles of disruptive technology and innovation taking over from the old way
were slow enough for us to cope. We stick to what
we do, the game we know, and innovate and improve
based on what we already know – becoming more
efficient.
We do not really constantly reinvent the way we do
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things, to be more EFFECTIVE.
To be more efficient can be exemplified with: we are
able to draw a stable process with swimming lanes.
Or: we buy and implement an ERP system and are
planning to keep it for the next 10 years.
Now, if we contrast this with the current innovation
pressure in the field of AI research:
And I’m paraphrasing here because I’m not an expert
AI coder or researcher. Right now, there are fundamental innovation done in the different areas of AI at
breakneck speed. Let’s take one example.
The current go-to approaches to build models for
Natural Language Processing (NLP) are now Transformer Based Neural Networks. The concept of the
Transformer is not even older than from 2017, when
Google Brain introduced the concept. In this short
time since 2017, for many NLP use cases, the old
approaches (pre-transformer approaches) have become obsolete. Many approaches that had been around
and improved upon for more than a decade until the
Transformers. Now, they were rendered obsolete in
only a few years: a cycle of a completely new research
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idea (Academic paper) making the old ideas in commercial production commercially obsolete in less than
5 years.
So, imagine you built a product based on NLP that
launched in 2016. And then the whole AI architecture that the product is based on turned out to be
obsolete before 2020.
The real eye-opener is that this does not really seem
to upset the AI community. Not That much, anyway.
This level of innovation pressure in this field is simply
the rules of the game. To constantly adopt what is
more effective is business as usual. And the organizational template for ANY AI company must be
designed to cope with this.
CoB: – Now, that is interesting. Then I ask: WHAT
is the MOST fundamental difference we can observe
as the key characteristic trait of the AI company’s
organizational template coping with this innovation
pressure vs. the generic organizational template of any
company with a proud analog history?
CDO: Well: if we dig up our old business books, we
have learned about Macro and Micro economics. We
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have learned about economies of scale and we have
been indoctrinated that to achieve this objective we
should chase efficiencies. Cutting cost and chasing
efficiency is still the number one game we talk about
in our large enterprises. This and growth. And we
follow our S-curve or PLCM-Cash flow curve. And
we learned about the BCG-Matrix (Question mark,
Star, Cash Cow, Dog).
Now, growth and hyperscaling is still equally relevant
as an outcome for the AI Startup.
But the core characteristic for chasing efficiencies is
not the same. The AI company care MORE about
effectiveness instead of efficiency. In the AI company,
adaptability to new opportunities, new ways of doing
things, are more important to improve effectiveness
and cost effective scaling.
I say adaptability and not innovation.
Because the real bleeding edge of AI research is for
the very few. But then it is a very high percentage of
super-early adopters. So, we innovate by adapting and
following in the footsteps of the best AI researchers
on the planet – found in the tech giants.
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I also say adaptability because innovation in isolation
is nothing. It is your ability to adopt and adapt the
innovation to work as part of your process or product
in commercial production and to scale it. That is the
key to avoid the prototype graveyard.
CoB: – Let me test if I understand and can say this
with my own words. “So, innovation pressure in an
industry is raised to a new norm of, let’s say, 10X or
more efficiency to stay relevant. In this context, to
chase innovation to improve your existing approaches
which at best make you, let’s say, 30-50 percent more
efficient – it becomes meaningless. You are chasing
efficiencies on something already obsolete.”
CDO: – Yes, you are on to it. Continue your thinking
and consequence chain all the way, now. Spell it out
for your-self!
CoB: “Now, what happens when this extreme rate
of Innovation pressure is the new normal? Then we
must re-invent the fundamental organizational template as such. There is now only the game of adaptability to chase value, effectiveness, and scale. At speed. All
what we do and steer towards needs to be designed for
THIS ‘meta’ purpose.”
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CDO: – You nailed it. That has been my obsession
since 2016. But I have never been able to frame it like
you did now.
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Chapter 5
Fireside chat – Deriving Insights and Beliefs from our
Data in the DAIR-DIBBs context.
CDO: – Ok, now we have explored our observations.
Our Data. If you are familiar with design-thinking
and the concept of “Double-Diamond”: We should
try to converge now, after diverging (exploring) our
observations (data). To pull it together. To derive
some Insights on our way to synthesizing our hypothesis. Our Beliefs.
So, lets just summarize our observations and concepts
we have so far discussed that we now are basing our
insights on.
1. First Principles of Business
2. First Principles of AI-Transformation
3. Organizing principles of the Data/AI tech giants
4. The AI Divide in society and inside our organization
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5. The Enterprise DAIR-Dilemma
6. Innovation pressure
7. The current organizational template vs the new
organizational template
8. Adaptability vs Efficiency
9. Economies of Learning vs Economies of Scale
Our job now in this discussion is to, as succinctly and
as plain as possible, define our insights. This is where
I’m struggling. I have it on the tip of my tongue, but
I have a hard time articulating what it means in a
plain and simple way. That is our job in the evening’s
fireside chat.
But you were on to something yesterday evening.
Maybe we should start there and get that framed here
first. Do you want to go first?
CoB: – Ok i’ll try. It will be a bit of a rant. I do not
have it sharp yet in my head. But these are the main
Aha-moments I have had on this trip.
Re-frame the problem to cut the Gordian Knot to prosper with two parallel steering models.
The first one: when talking about the Enterprise
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DAIR dilemma, we said we need to cut the Gordian
knot. We need to solve both ends of the spectrum of
the dilemma. There is no way out of it. And today we
have NOT yet made this our number one ISSUE or
tried to re-frame the problem to re-frame the game. It
is clear to me that the current game is a long game of
lose/lose. Yet we are still stuck in our legacy organizational steering template. We need to BOTH play
by the old rules and we need to play by different rules
where innovation pressure is growing. We MUST
figure out how both these games can co-exist as a
matter of our long-term survival.
Adaptability is the future.
The second revelation was that growing innovation
pressure is the new normal. It is already real for the
new value pools that we are trying to break into. But
have we really allowed to let this part of the organization and these new value streams play by the rules
of the startups and the tech-giants that are the real
competition in these areas?
And why can we not apply 10x-thinking and focus
on adaptability and effectiveness also in some of
our more traditional functions. What if we can 10x
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efficiency of our support functions like procurement
and finance. Is it really that different? If we focus on
adaptability also here: why not? Have we even tried?
We are, for sure, not steering the Finance function to
chase adaptability. Ok. So, we are not talking about
new business model type innovation. But if I take
our monthly periodical reporting managed by Group
Finance: why can we not re-invent this as well, on
process level? Is it really that effective today? Are we
not still, in essence, following a template that was invented when we were quite analog? We have digitized
or computerized the analog process, that is for sure.
But did we reinvent it? Are we looking at this process
from a lens of reinvention and first principles? You get
my point?
Enterprise harvest and re-use - Economies of Learning.
The third insight for me is how real the AI Divide
is inside our organisation. Our organisation is huge
and in one way a microcosm of society. We have our
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. Right now, the pace of change and
adaptability is more dictated by the majority rather
than the front runners. This we need to address,
somehow. And in this context, even if I brushed you
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off last night: we do have a talent- or tech-, data-, and
AI-savviness problem, as a whole. There are too few
that understand the new game and the new tech.
And they get suffocated by the masses and our legacy
way of doing things and our current steering. So, the
real insight: how can we let the innovators and early
adopters lead the way? More importantly, for our
objective of Data and AI value creation at scale: how
can we become better at harvesting and reusing what
is done by the early adopters and, over time, cross the
chasm to our early and late majority. We need to be
able to synergize on what is learned in one part of the
organisation into another part.
Containerize/modularize to manage risk, speed of
innovation, faster learning, and legacy.
Today on the slopes, I had this nagging revelation
in the back of my head. I could also formulate the
meta-insight that we will never be able to address this
pivot from the old to the new in one blow. In fact, the
opposite: we will need to first containerize the new,
for it to flourish and grow strong without impeding
the cash cow part of the business. And then, later on,
we need to containerize the old. So, we can continue
having the cash cow to fund us as long as possible. To
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containerize or modularize, I think, is the only feasible
way to manage risk, increase speed of operational
value creation, learn faster, and deal with legacy. So,
for instance: when we want to go for high reward and
high risk topics, we need to containerize this to get
the board and owners onboard. Also, it will be chaos
if we let go and try to make EVERYONE into startup
entrepreneurs from day one. It will never fly.
The tactical layer as a fractal orchestration machine for
perpetual adaptability.
This brings me to my last insight. When you said
that this is a journey before, I did not really connect.
Now I do. But I frame it differently. I started thinking
about who in our MT should address the executive
DAIR-DIBBs insights mentioned above. Which
function? What part of the organisation should have
the accountability for the OKRs in relation to these
insights?
So far, we have tried to embed it in the normal
steering model and organisation. Or we have run
transformation programs. But if I take a step back,
this has meant that no-one in the line is really paying
their first attention to these matters. We all have other
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things that we have highest on our agenda. And I do
not really see this as a project.
It’s a transition yes. But we need to have the topics
of adaptability, harvest and reuse, modularization or
containerization, driving two steering models, etc. as
our basic modus operandi. This is part of our new
core business. This will become an integral part of our
future tactical layer. And then in addition. The analogy of the Russian dolls you mentioned. It’s all fractal.
This must be some sort of fractal orchestration
machine. “The machine of the machine” focusing on
addressing the DAIR-Dibbs insights in perpetuity.
So instead of seeing this as a Data/AI or DAIR-journey, let’s see it as establishing the fractal orchestration
machine that will help federate and navigate the
perpetual journey of adaptability.
CDO: – Wow that was very impressive. I could follow. I essentially agree. Not sure it’s plain and simple.
And, in truth, this was a combination of INSIGHTS
and BELIEFS. But I could completely follow the logic
and the reasoning, since we have been talking about
this in a very deep continuous flow the last days.
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But will anyone else follow? Will these words mean
anything for anyone who have not been part of our
discussions?
CoB: – You are right. This is not yet ready or sharp.
And not as plain and simple it needs to be. And it
probably has some holes, as well. We need to iterate
on this!
CDO: – Yes, you are absolutely right. This needs iteration. But should WE do this now without the CEO
and MT? When should we bring them onboard?
Remember we did this trip and the coaching for you
to get into the lingo and to start applying your CoB
brain and perspective to these matters. As a coach, I’m
super proud how far we have come. You have taken
this down rabbit holes that are outside of my experience and my more tactical perspectives.
You have now truly started to form your OWN point
of view, relevant directly for the executive layer. It is
now clear that the insights you highlight can not really be addressed anywhere else than from the executive
layer first. But we/you need the CEO and the MT in
deep on this, as well.
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May I suggest we break for tonight? Then, tomorrow
on our last night, we try to define the sharp OKRs for
how we now iterate and make this more sharp, plain,
and simple, together with the CEO and the MT.
What concretely do we want now to happen to make
this sharp, plain, and simple as a tight group and team
with you, the CEO, the MT, and myself. Where all of
us can stand behind it and do the story telling?
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Chapter 6
Fireside chat – Defining the OKRs for a 4-week executive DAIR-DIBBs sprint.
CDO: – This is our last evening. Let us now try to
define the Objectives and Key Results for a 4-week
executive DAIR-DIBBs sprint. Maybe first just brainstorm and, in plain English, frame what we really
want in just 4 weeks. And then we iterate on it to
make this more sharp.
If I start: my thinking is that we could frame the
overall objective using the basic formula for how we
write an Agile user story: as a… (target user persona),
we need to… (relevant business benefit), in order to…
(relevant business impact).
Then we could define key results that should be
achieved, similar to Definition of Done (DoD) in
Agile Scrum. In a tangible and measurable way.
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Also, our key results should address both which
tangible outcomes and deliverables we want to see as
well as the softer, individual, behavioral, motivational, competence, and/or group dynamics we want to
achieve.
CoB: – Ok, let’s try to use this format. First of all,
we should address this as the MT. As a management
team… then, what next. What do we want? Ok, that is
easy. Let me try.
As a management team, we need a common point of
view on how we should lead, drive, steer, invest, focus,
and act/execute in the Executive layer of the organization to address Data-AI value creation at scale.
CDO: – Great Start! And why do we do this? What
is the business impact we are after? Some leading
questions: why Data and AI at scale? Why address the
executive layer and the MT specifically? And what
is the business impact that we can achieve in only 4
weeks?
CoB: – Well. The most impact we can hope for in just
4 weeks is a more sharp and coordinated focus in this
area. How we invest and allocate our resources for the
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next 12 months toward the things that really matter
for real and sustainable impact. That we together in
the MT can feel confident that we invest in the right
things.
CDO: – That is good and, if I may add, in the right
order. So, the ultimate impact what we want after the
4 weeks is to be confident that we placed the right bets
on the right things in the right order that will maximize business impact. But what business impact? And
with what time horizon?
CoB: – I would frame Business impact in this context
where we are right now. That the stuff we invest in
the short horizon – next 12 months – coming out of
this, is the right stuff for a lasting sustainable change
and value creation. So, we cannot solve everything in
12 months, but I really want us to address the right
things in the next 12 months.
CDO: – Ok. Should we in any way right now link
this to how we see our CDO-function or is this an
outcome that comes later?
CoB: – Maybe that is one of the key results: to define
the CDO-contribution to Data and AI value creation
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at scale for the next 12 months?
CDO: – Ok, good. So let see if I can now take a shot
at framing the OKRs:
OBJECTIVE:
As an Executive Management Team, we need a common point of view on how we should lead, drive, steer,
invest, focus, act and execute in the Executive layer of
the organization to address Data-AI value creation at
scale.
This is needed in order to to be confident and coordinated in HOW we invest, allocate resources and the
right talent. On the right things in the right order
according to the horizons 6 months, 12 months and 36
months. – For a lasting, impactful change and value
creation relevant for the increasing innovation pressure
in the competitive landscape of a data-AI-Software first
society.
KEY RESULTS:
The Key Results how we will measure our success in
execution of this DAIR-DIBBS sprint are:
1) Based on bilateral coaching with selected executi65

ves and an MT-workshop we will jointly in the MT
co-create our simple, concrete, and plain DAIR DIBBS
– manifesto. Committed to in the MT. Where each
MT-member to share and discuss it, step one, with ALL
executives of their organisation. The DAIR DIBBS
Manifesto will:
a. Identify the relevant DATA and define which
INSIGHTS we can conclude and share as common
ground in the whole executive organisation.
b. Formulate what our BELIEFS are in relation to
tackle Data and AI value creation at scale.
c. Frame and scope what our key BETS are, and our
focus and investments in this area for the short and
mid term for the Executive Layer.
2) A clear proposal for the CDO-function set up including:
a. Mission, Contribution, Accountabilities, responsibilities, and mandates
b. Organization, interfaces and modus operandi for
the function.
c. OKRs, budget and resource needs for the first
6 months. To address the 6-month horizon of the
DAIR-DIBBS Manifesto.
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3) Establish a clear Backlog of Epics, Features and User
Stories to be ready for a quarterly planning session to
plan out the first quarter of the CDO-function’s life.
The quarterly CDO-function planning session is pending board decision on how to move forward with the
CDO-function.
CoB: – I think you nailed it. And I like how you
dressed it up to make it more concrete what will come
out. Are we missing the softer (people/team/behavior/culture, mind set) side of what we want to achieve
or is it included, you think?
CDO: – Well, it’s in there. But can we make it more
explicit. Then what should that be? I was thinking
how we could turn commitment, behavior, and mind
set into measurable actions. The key part here is to see
the MT walk the talk. And that is in here. If we make
sure ALL in the MT must co-create and then deliver
the storytelling to their organization. I’m quite sure
they wills seek the support and coaching they need.
And if some-one is not committed it will show. We
can also measure how the message was received by the
broader Executive layer. As an indication if we did it
in a good way. But that we can decide on later in my
opinion.
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CoB: – OK. I like your thinking, how can we gauge
the softer things by translating them into concrete
actions and behaviors we are expecting, that we can
measure or observe. Then I think we are done.
CDO: – Fantastic! Could I offer you a beer to now
celebrate, relax and reflect on this trip and this type
of coaching? I would like your honest and from the
heart feedback and key take aways of this experience…
*The End*
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